Sovereign! Or ALMIGHTY!
By: David A. Sargent
"THE ELECT" that was elected before the foundation of the world is Lord Jesus Christ
and NONE OTHER! HE was before all things; and HE gets the preeminence; and HE
gets the honor and glory: forever and ever! IF anyone (whosoever will) is IN CHRIST:
they are IN "THE ELECT" because HE is "THE ELECT" and NONE OTHER will get
HIS glory and honor: the Calvinist THREAT steal from Jesus Christ the
PREEMINENCE and ELECTION of the MESSIAH for His purpose. God is NOT
sovereign because that is a LOWER station that a MAN can fulfill: GOD IS
ALMIGHTY! The Calvinist will NOT Steal God’s nature from Him no matter what they
teach!
The five points of Calvinism are circled around their sixth point:
PULIT: (because they are pulling your leg!)
1. Perseverance of the Saint: some say they changed this! But then doesn’t that mean
they are 4 point Calvinist and NOT 5 point: CALVIN never altered it! The change
came from PRESSURE by Bible Believers because if you have to preserve your
own salvation, then you had to EARN it to begin with! Eph. 2:8-9
2. Unconditional Election: attributed to the WRONG people when this belongs to
Jesus Christ ONLY! But Jesus Christ’s Election WAS conditional: the condition
was that He MUST be the ONLY BEGOTTEN OF THE FATHER! The Messiah!
3. Limited Atonement: an oxymoron! How can something that is limitless be
limited? If the atonement did not cover SIN, SINS and the SINNER; then the
atonement is INCOMPLETE! And it would be IMPERFECT! However, it is NOT
the case: it was ONCE for ALL! This confuses the Atonement with Imputation:
while the Atonement is UNIVERSAL; Imputation is NOT: God imputes His
righteousness only to those that TRUST; have FAITH in, what God SAID to
them; and in the case of the New Testament it is the Gospel.
4. Irresistible Grace: another oxymoron; Grace would cease being gracious if it were
FORCED upon anyone! Tyrannical Grace! How is this anything worth talking
about? Grace found in this form is FAKE!
5. Total Depravity: as if depravity was not enough! But the Calvinist actually means
to say that depravity extends to the will so that man can not will to do anything
good. So this would extend to the moral choice of a lost man: whereby Jesus
Christ said of them: ye being evil know how to give good gifts unto your children:
Matthew 7:11 and Luke 11:13. The will is the ABILITY to Choose between TWO
things. IF we had a will that could NOT choose between right and wrong given
that we have the accurate: right and wrong information; we CAN make the right
choice: the trouble with MAN is not the will TO do it; or the ABILITY to choose
RIGHT: it is that we CHOOSE NOT TO! When faced with the choice between
going the path we have been when we find ourselves at the “end of the rope” or
“at the bottom of the barrel” and are presented with the Gospel that Christ Died
FOR US to keep us out of HELL FIRE: we see our NEED: and make the right

choice FOR Jesus Christ. Adam’s choice did not make the tree: the tree of the
knowledge of evil ONLY: it was still the tree of the knowledge of GOOD AND
EVIL! Now WE all have the KNOWLEDGE of GOOD AND EVIL: not just
EVIL!
6. Lastly IF you were to EVER denounce any ONE of the previous pentagram points
of Calvinism: they will SPEW forth their 6th point and CENTRAL THEME of
their pentagram: “you don’t believe God is Sovereign” Blah, Blah, Blah! No as a
matter of FACT I don’t believe God is a sovereign like a MAN can be! God is not
a man that He should lie: like Calvin did! God is ALMIGHTY: which is
something YOU (Calvinist) can NEVER be! Numbers 23:19. A King or Queen of
a country: a Monarch is sovereign over their kingdom. God is NOT! The issues is
God relinquished this “rule” over His kingdom to Lucifer, who fell, and then to
Adam who fell; and by right of succession it fell back to Satan who was Lucifer.
So the Kingdoms of this world belong to Satan (2 Corinthians 4:4; Matthew 4:89; Luke 4:5-7: Jesus Christ gets them back in Revelation 11:15! God is so
ALMIGHTY He can give away His RULE over His own creation and He will still
make right HIS words! WHY? Because he is not Sovereign! He is ALMIGHTY!
7. Conclusion: Calvinism starts with the premise of a storyline that is nowhere to be
found in the Bible. This fictitious storyline has to do with the account in Genesis
where God chooses some of mankind to heaven and others to hell. WAIT, this
didn’t happen in Genesis at all. WHERE IS THIS STORY AT? It is in the mind
of Calvin and his followers. It is NOT found in the Bible. IT IS A LIE.

